
LET'S PLAY 20 QUESTIONS! 

Study lesson on the Jjaster Universe and the Mortal Ascension Career 
By Charles (chick) Flontgomery, First L E h 3 ' I A  Society of Los Angel~s 

- - - - -- - 

Work quickly together. Answer all questions. 
You have one hour. Discussion is encowagy?d! 

1. A is the M Universe. -- 
2. B is the Universe. 

3. C is the r' -3 System. 

There are a a total of (;? 
lion Creztor Sons. (11.167 

tril- 

5. Each C S is responsible 
for a 2otential million 
inhabited ;lanets. (p.167) 

*6. What is the requirement for eternal life? 

*7. Estimate how many living on this planet now will survive: ? $. 
8. How can we augment Adjuster leading? (p.1206d) (1209d) -- 

9. We make up an ex eriential deficiency in parenting on the(#) 
T JOI-1%. (xxviii-a and xxvii-b) 

10. The s is the joint creation of the human and the 
Divine (1218 a&b) 

11. On what Mansion World do we fuse with our TA's? (#)  or (53ea) 

12. Personality extinction never occurs after with our 

13. Name the major capitals we visit in our ascent through Orvonton: 
( 174d) 

14. After visiting the billion worlds of we go to P 

15. Paradise is the center of and nucleus of every 
(p.ld) (p.467cl: 

16. In Paradise, the highest joy is (p.304~) 

17. After finding the F we become F 

18. As finaliters we are destined for service on the levels 

19. In diagram above, - A is at least (#)  times larger th 
(758)B 

20. (~xtra credit mind-bender): How does God know there is not some 
other universe somewhere, and some other God, in some other reality 
frame somehow inaccessible to Him?  i is cuss if time permits.) 

J -  or these two questions, look up 26a, 37a, 69d, 290d, 447c, 
1205d, 1542c and 20Q5a. (~ivide up the work; find and share the 
appro2riate passages. ) 


